Book number four in the popular 40 Days series is now available. It is also this January's Deal of the Month. Take advantage of the discount while you can and start your new year off right with this wonderful Bible study tool. ~Jonathan

40 Days: Prayers &
Planet in Distress
Swirly
By Sara Saunders
Plants That Heal
By **Scott Christiansen**

The devotional studies in this book draw from signs and prophecies scattered throughout the Bible to trace the events that will take place just prior to Jesus’ return. **On Sale.**

---

By **George D. Pamplona-Roger, M.D.**

Most people in the world get their medicine from field and forest. Now you can too, thanks to this treasury of valuable information about nature's pharmacy. **On Sale.**

---

Devotions on Earth's Final Events

By **Dennis Smith**

Explore the Bible and inspired writings in reference to what is coming, what the events mean to Christians, and how to use the approaching decline of global systems to work powerfully for God and prepare for Christ's second coming.
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